This paper introduces a novel algorithm for extracting the optical flow obtained from a translating camera in a static scene. Occlusion between objects is incorporated as a natural component in a scene reconstruction strategy by first evaluate and reconstruct the foreground and then exclude its influence on the partly occluded objects behind.
I. INTRODUCTION
This work aims to use the connectivity in the temporal domain as mush as possible. To be able to segment small details and achieve high resolution, a signal model and a projection method has been evaluated using a set of onedimensional basis functions in the direction of the optical flow. An object behind the foreground is reconstructed using the fact that different parts of the object have been seen in different images in the sequence. Traditional algorithms in the field of structure from motion have seldom focused on the case when the scene is static compared to the linear motion of the camera. Most related in the area of structure from motion is the work of Bolles, Baker, and Marimont [7] . They reduced the dimension for the possible optical flow into planes and they took advantages of the long temporal connectivity of a static scene by using a line matching algorithm. Another related work is one of Wang and Adelson with their layered representation of sequences [lo] . They used traditional optical flow estimates which were iteratively decomposed into spatial regions with the same affine transformation of the optical flow. Segmented areas may then be excluded in a reconstruction situation.
SCENE AND CAMERA DESCRIPTION
The scene is assumed to be static compared to the linear motion vi of the camera. All motion in the sequence is therefore introduced by the translating camera. Let the camera be oriented with image plane axes 12, and ic and assume that i T f , = 1. The epipolar constrains gives that all optical flow in the spatiotemporal volume s(x), where x = (z, y, t ) T , will be located in planes with normals li = 9 [7] . It is therefore possible to reduce the search of optical flow into planes with constant y-values. If the camera translates with a constant velocity the resulting optical flow will be linear structures. The orientation of the optical flow in the spatiotemporal volume corresponds to the distance to objects. The foreground is continuously described in the spatiotemporal volume but objects in the background are suddenly occluded and does only exist in fragmented parts of the spatiotemporal volume. A slice on a specific y-position in a typical spatiotemporal volume is shown in figure 1.
SIGNAL MODEL
The main potential application is low-altitude surveillance in forest areas and the signal model is evaluated with that application in mind. A typical object in such environment might be partly observable here and there due to occluding vegetation. Signal correspondence over long time is achieved using a reconstruction method with slowly varying one-dimensional basis functions in the direction of the optical flow. This allows a signal on a specific depth to vary in a smooth way in s ( (~, y, t ) T ) due to small changes in illumination and aspect angles.
Since all analysis, except the final consistency operation described in section D, is performed on planes with constant y values, the introduced signal model f(x) is twodimensional with x = (a, t)T. figure 2 . A suitable signal model is
Circles in the figure illustrates support region for traditional convolution kernels for estimation of orientation and it is obvious that these methods will not in an optimal way utilize the temporal connectivity when the scene is static.
In the inner part of an image structure which is wider then the kernel, the result from an orientation estimation will of coarse be the expected but for positions near object borders will these methods have great difficulties with interference between fareground and background as shown in figure 2.
IV. PROJECTION MODEL
Let us examine and reconstruct the signal f(x) using a set of i one-dimensional basis-functions bij with an orientation p l i . The projection vector pi = ( p x , p t ) T is orthogonal to p i . For simplicity it is assumed that tmin = -1 and tmaX = 1. This yields the following restrictions on x:
Using this parameterization on the signal model yields
An illustrations of this concept of using projection vectors p is given in figure 3 . The signal is skewed into a position where 2Tpli = 1 to simplify the illustration. It is 
If m = pi it turns out that A x = 0 and we only receive g(xo). This one-dimensional analysis is done using the projection strategy described in section B but first we have to introduce the filtering concept in general.
V. NORMALIZED CONVOLUTION IN GENERAL
Normalized convolution is a general technique for filtering data with varying spatial reliability. This signal processing scheme uses a signal representation which is decomposed into a certainty part and a signal part. A formal theory has been developed at the Computer Vision Lab-
with influences from earlier work on consistency operations [3]. We will now give a short review of the concept in general, based on the formulation in [2] , and in VI show how it is included as a basic component in this new approach for depth segmentation and scene reconstruction.
Assume that we have a signal g of dimensionality N and a filter-set bk with M filters spanning a linear space
B.
If N > M the general signal g with higher dimensionality cannot be reconstructed from its expansion in bb. A traditional method to find the best expansion coefficients 
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A. Weighted Least Mean Square Method
Let us now introduce the matrix W = diag(w) = diag(w1,. . . , W N ) which is a diagonal matrix with the spatial reliability for different positions. This is used in the weighted least mean square method when minimizing
Minimizing equation 5 gives the following solution.
Since W is a diagonal matrix we may rearrange the right-hand side of equation 6 using the notation < 
From an implementation point of view, it turns out to be convenient to decompose W2 into AC where C = diag(c) = diag(c1, . . ., C N ) contains the spatial certainties of the signal g. The matrix A = diag(a) = diag(a1, . . ., a~) holds a classical windowing function a in its diagonal containing reliability weights for filter positions. The function a is called the applicability function and it affects all basis functions in the same way. Rewriting equation 7 using this decomposition and linear properties of the scalar product results in the following formulation in terms of standard scalar products or convolutions.
A convention xoy = diag(x)y for point-wise vector multiplication is used. Examination of equation 8 shows that we need M ( M + 1)/2 more filters Abkob; compared to standard convolution where we only need M Abk filters. The structure of equation 8 also shows that the filters on the left-hand side in the scalar products is unaffected of any variation in the signal g or the certainty c. Implementation in terms of convolution to perform localized weighted least mean square is therefore straightforward.
B. Application for normalized convolution
Handling artifacts near image borders is an application where normalized convolution is preferable in front of traditional techniques as zero-padding or border expansion 
VI. SEGMENTATION ALGORITHM
From equation 5 we observed that normalized convolution was equivalent to find the best weighted projection g of a signal g in a specific base B using a spatial certainty weightc. One of the main ideas in this paper is the use of a spatiotemporal certainty volume C(X) with the same dimension as the input spatiotemporal volume s(x), and then use C(X) as a "blackboard" for marking already segmented image structures.
The basic parts of the segmentation algorithm is illustrated in figure 4 . A spatiotemporal slice s( (z, yo, t ) T ) is first decomposed in the time-dimension into a number of non-overlapping temporal slices s,, w = 1, . . . , N . One temporal slice from the same sequence as figure 1 is shown at top in figure 6 . The certainty volume c(x) is initiated to one but when a region x E RO is confirmed as foreground, it is receded from the sequence by setting its certainty value C(X) = 0 for x E Ro. This strategy minimize the occluding influence of the foreground when analyzing underlying images structures in the background of the scene. A natural approach is therefore a batch procedure where we start with searching for image structures in the foreground, eliminate their occluding influence, and then proceed with the search for correct depth for structure on larger distances. The use of normalized convolution is therefore well motivated since the dependence between basis functions is continuously changing under the segmentation process due to variations in the certainty volume c(x). If the reconstruction error is low we are probably near the correct orientation. The next step is therefore to integrate neighboring structures with low reconstruction error. This is done using the phase-based method described briefly in section C. Since all processing is performed in 2D with constant y -values, a final consistency operation in the (z, y, depth)-domain is then performed using a 3D-smoothing filter as described in section D.
A. Projection vectors
The number of projection vectors will depend on the number of frames, the minimum and maximum distances in the scene, and the highest frequency component in the scene. A large number of projection vectors will be needed if the highest frequency component is the Nyqvist frequency.
B. Basis functions for projection analysis
Assume for the moment that we are analyzing a signal f(x) in one temporal slice sw using a set of i onedimensional basis-functions bij with an orientation p l i . Index g is not used in this section since it is constant.
The basis functions used for reconstruction are a constant function boi, a linear function bli, and a quadratic function b2i The applicability is equal to one, A = I, since all time positions are supposed to be equal important. Using the same parameterization as in equation 2 the scalar-product can be written as < bki, bli >c where C = diag(c)
(9)
Px
Since the quadratic function b2i has zero DC-level the filter-set is a orthogonal when C = I, i.e. < bki, bli >= 6". Let us expand equation 4 in our chosen basis Bi as illustrated in figure 5.
Three observation is worth to mention here. First that the scalar-products with bla and b2i both are small when p i is close to m. Second that one is odd and the other is even and third that these scalar-products complement each other since g'(x0) and g"(z0) do not usually share the same zero-crossings. These properties is useful for interpolation between fix projection.
Given a projection vector pi we will receive a hypothetical signal 
C. Linear phase model
Only a brief presentation of this part is given here, see The theoretical background to this model is that a spatial shift of a signal corresponds to a phase shift of its analytical signal [ 11 [ 111. The certainty approach will eliminate the influence of an occluding foreground and only rely the linear phase model on image components behind the already segmented foreground. This is illustrated in figure   7 . The corresponding r'esidual hypothesis is followed with a certainty c h i j (z), a "probability density", which combines spatial covering for the model, tendency to linear phase, and low reconstruction error. These densities are smoothed in the (a, y, depth)-domain using a three-dimensional Gaussian with (T = 1.5. A hypotheses have only support in regions with low reconstruction error and the traditional tendency to enlarge foreground regions in z-or y -dimension will therefore be small, see figure 8 top right. Only image parts close in (z, y, depth)-domain will have influence on each other.
VII. RESULTS
The test-sequence consists of 135 frames with a camouflage net as foreground, another net as background, and a soldier doll in between, being observable only here and their. One frame in the middle of the sequence is shown in 8 (top). The segmented and reconstructed foreground is shown in figure 8 (third). It is then possible to reconstruct the depth channel corresponding to the doll without the hiding influence of the foreground (second). Depth variations in the segmented foreground are also shown (bottom). More applications and results are presented in [9] 
